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Introduction

Solvency II

European insurance regulation framework
Came into effect Jan 1 2016
Requirements for

Capital, liquidity
Transparency
Risk modeling

Does this lower systemic risk?
What if everyone ends up using the same
risk model?

We build a more comprehensive ABM of
the insurance system.

Our model allows us to study e.g.:

Systemic risk
The role of reinsurance
The insurance cycle
Regulatory measures
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Investigating systemic risk in insurance

Historical system-level events:

Asbestos case (1970s onwards)
Piper Alpha disaster (1988) and
London Market eXcess (”LMX
spiral”, 1989)
Hurricane Andrew (1994)

Additional source besides
counterparty exposure etc: Model
homogeneity

Risk modeling sector dominated by
very few competitors

What is the effect of Solvency II?

What can regulation do?

(2017 hurricane season,
Sep. 8 2017)
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Model description

REINSURERS

  INSURERS

CUSTOMERS

  SHARE-
HOLDERS

    CAT
  BONDS

Reinsu-
rance

Insurance Premium payments
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  IssuingDividends
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Insurance firms: balance sheet (Munich Re)
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Insurance firms: balance sheet (Munich Re)
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Model description: Sequence of events

Sequence of events (each period):

1. Market entry (constant probability)

2. Market premiums set

3. Damages occur, claims filed (payments due next period)

4. For each firm, agent:

4.1 Due payments made (claims, premiums, dividends, interest)
4.2 Underwriting decisions
4.3 Insurance, reinsurance contracts requested (incl. renewal of expiring

contracts), cat bonds issued

Exit occurs on bankruptcy or lack of business.
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Model description: Perils and risk models

Properties belong
to peril regions

Catastrophes
effect the entire
peril region

Region B

Risk insured by
firm 1

Risk insured by
firm 2

Region A

Damage
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Risk models

Peril regions Settings

A B C D 1 2 3 4
Risk model 1 U + + + 20 10 7 5
Risk model 2 + U + + 0 10 7 5
Risk model 3 + + U + 0 0 6 5
Risk model 4 + + + U 0 0 0 5

Example with 20 firms: Number of
firms using each risk model

U - Risks in this category / peril region are underestimated
+ - Risks in this category / peril region are overestimated (the model

errs on the side of caution)
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Validation & calibration

Type Description Achieved
By design Non-absurdity (no negative money,

no negative contracts, etc.)
by design

By design Stock-flow consistency by design
Micro-
calibration

Realistic risk evaluation by design

Micro-
calibration

Underwriting balanced by peril region X

Stylized fact Insurance cycle X
Stylized fact Long-tailed firm size distributions X
Stylized fact Few, but > 0 bankruptcies X
Stylized fact High insurance coverage X
Stylized fact 5-10 times more insurance than rein-

surance firms
(X)

Stylized fact Non-transient state (X)
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Insurance cycle with realistic features
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Time development: Diversity is good

70 replications
(each setting)

Mean and 25%,
75% quantiles

Number of active
insurers (upper
panel) .....

Number of
contracts
(lower panel)

Colors: 1 , 2 , 3 ,

4 risk models

. blue shaded area:

. 25%-75% quantiles for
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Systemic risk: Bankruptcy events

Histograms of sizes
of bankruptcy events,

70 replications of
1000 periods
(months) for each
setting.

Settings with

One risk model
(red)

Two risk models
(blue)

Three risk models
(green)

Four risk models
(yellow)
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Distribution has a longer tail (more large events)
in settings with less risk model diversity.
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Systemic risk: Bankruptcy events

Histograms of sizes
of bankruptcy events,

70 replications of
1000 periods
(months) for each
setting.

Settings with

One risk model
(red)

Two risk models
(blue)

Three risk models
(green)

Four risk models
(yellow)
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Distribution has a longer tail (more large events)
in settings with less risk model diversity.
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The role of reinsurance

With reinsurance

Histograms of sizes of bankruptcy
events, 70 replications, 1000 periods
(months) each for each setting.

No reinsurance.

Without reinsurance, systemic
risk of model homogeneity is
much stronger.
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Conclusion

Comprehensive ABM of the insurance sector

Previous ABMs of the insurance sector (Maynard 2016, Dubbelboer
et al. 2017, Owadally et al. 2018) all focus on particular aspects

Results show a systemic risk effect of model homogeneity

Implications for regulatory efforts, e.g. Solvency II.
Specific rules may force risk models to become more homogeneous
Risk modeling sector dominated by only three competitors: RMS
(41% - 85% market share, growing), EQECAT, and AIR

We recover many stylized facts: realistic insurance cycle, emerging
long-tailed firm size distributions, etc.

Potential to help understanding insurance cycle; implications for
managing potentially pro-cyclical behavior
Can be calibrated using detailed data for direct prediction
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Thanks for listening!

Comments?

Questions?

If you are interested in more details,
please give me an email:
torsten.heinrich@maths.ox.ac.uk
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